We present a 3D modeling system for traffic surveillance applications. The application contains several cameras positioned around a traffic scene. The video signals are compressed and streamed to a central client. At the central client a scene reconstruction is carried out, using all 2D camera views utilizing 3D camera calibration information. To combine all views into a 3D model, moving objects are separated from static background first. Then a geometric model is built for the background. Foreground objects are modeled exploiting database objects. The appropriate textures are taken from the camera views and combined to form a multi-texture surface. Finally, lighting and view-dependent interpolation is carried out on the graphics card.
Introduction
Applications for visual surveillance have become increasingly common in recent years. They are widely used in public and private areas for protection, measurement, evaluation and control. An important special case is traffic surveillance, where for instance a crossing is observed by a number of cameras. Here, the video signals can be transmitted and displayed at a control station, where they can be used for extraction of traffic data (number of vehicles per time, velocities, recognition kind of vehicle/pedestrian, etc.) to derive traffic statistics and to conduct traffic control.
In this paper, we present a system that has been developed for multiple view traffic surveillance. Figure 1 illustrates the surveillance scenario for a crossing. The video streams from the cameras are encoded using an MPEG-4 codec and transmitted via WLAN from the camera processors to a central processor at the crossing. These basic transmission components are described in Section 2.
In addition to the transmission and monitoring of video signals, our multiple view traffic surveillance comprises advanced functionalities, which involve a complete interactive 3D model of the scene. For that, the traffic scene is divided into static and dynamic parts, which are modeled separately. Static background modeling is described in Section 3. In Section 4 we describe the modeling of dynamic objects and section 5 shows how these elements are combined in a complete system for interactive 3D visualization of dynamic traffic scenes. Figure 1 . Scenario for multiple view traffic surveillance and video streaming using WLAN.
Multiple View MPEG-4 Video Streaming
The system for multiple view video streaming consists of up to four cameras/servers and one central client. Server applications for IP-based networks have been implemented that can be configured and controlled by a central client over a backward TCP signaling channel. The external frame grabber captures uncompressed frames with a resolution of up to 640x480 @ 15/30 Hz that are temporally down-sampled and further processed. The encoder produces an MPEG-4 compliant elementary video stream, which is transmitted over IP networks using the Real-Time Transport Protocol.
To receive multiple video streams, a client application is being developed. It consists of an arbitrary number of single clients controlled by a central module. Since the bandwidth is usually limited and all servers have to share the network, the client application is able to configure all servers separately over a remote control channel. Furthermore the client has to approach the problem of variable bandwidth in special networks like e.g. wireless LAN. Based on the measured loss rate of RTP packets and some user-defined settings, e.g. stream priority, the multiple video client increases or decreases the network load by changing the bit-rates in two steps. First a smooth gradual change of the bit-rates is applied directly carried out to the video servers by using rate control. In case of high packet loss rates spatial and temporal resolutions are decreased additionally.
Central processor for crossing
Crossing with up to 4 camera processors
To meet the high strict security requirements for security of a surveillance system all transmitted packets (remote control messages, RTSP-messages, stream) are scrambled and encrypted using RC4.
Static 3D Background Modeling
In our scenario most of the observed scene shows very small changes from frame to frame. For non-moving objects and the background, these changes are mainly caused due to varying lighting conditions (clouds, shadows, fog, rain, etc.). We assume that only a limited number of camera views from very different directions are available. With that, the overlap is limited, since the main goal of a surveillance system is to get a good coverage of the observed area with few cameras. Therefore it is not possible to apply unrestricted 3D scene reconstruction algorithms such as approaches based on voxels [1] , light-fields [2] , or disparities [3] . It is necessary to exploit a-priori knowledge about the scene in order to build an explicit 3D model of the static parts of the scene.
In our system, the most important static part is considered to be the background of the scene including streets and pavements as well as buildings, traffic lights, trees, etc. We first apply an offline and semi-automatic generation of the 3D model, using knowledge about the scene. This model or better its elements/parameters can be automatically updated at runtime.
The processing starts with a segmentation algorithm that separates moving objects from static background for each view. The first step is to separate foreground regions from an image sequence with known background. Therefore we use an adaptive background estimation method [4] , which is commonly used in visual surveillance systems. The background is updated every frame to quickly adjust to changes in the environment. For initialization the background image can be obtained by using a motion segmentation approach. Figure 2 shows the segmentation result. After the foreground objects are identified, the background is segmented semi-automatically in all views. For that, the cameras are calibrated with respect to the ground plane using a number of a-priori known 3D points. Then it is possible to estimate homographies that map each ground view onto a 3D model ground plane, which is a multi-texture plane in 3D. The ground is projected from each view into the 3D model plane using the homographies and stored in a special data type (the multi-texture plane, surface light-field). At rendering time a viewpoint dependent output image is generated from the multi-texture ground plane. At the positions of the real cameras the real views from these positions are used. At intermediate virtual viewpoints appropriate interpolated views are generated. Figure 3 shows an example of a reconstructed multi-texture ground plane with adjacent side planes modeling surrounding buildings. 
3D Modeling of Dynamic Objects
Given the segmented background, the dynamic objects are put back into the scene. The accurate modeling of dynamic 3D objects utilizes the availability of fully calibrated cameras and the homographies. The object tracking procedures are applied for each camera.
Multiple View Object Tracking
The tracking algorithm utilizes the object contours that are described by closed cubic splines. The estimation of motion and contour parameters is conducted using two linear Kalman filters as described in [5] assuming constant velocity. The tracking procedure is a common data acquisition framework, which applies two lists for initialization and tracking. Moving vehicles that are occluded by static objects in one view are also handled by the tracking framework and will be predicted in such regions. The tracking data of each camera view are assigned to a unique object. This is done by using image homographies and finding the best match between all views [6] . For each object, the 3D position is computed using a least squares approach. The tracking framework in 3D is similar to the 2D approach where we use one linear Kalman filter to estimate motion parameters.
Dynamic 3D Object Reconstruction
For the 3D object reconstruction these are initially classified into two categories: vehicles and pedestrians. For pedestrians only a texture map perpendicular to the ground plane and relative to the camera position is mapped onto a plane. For vehicles, the extracted textures are mapped onto an appropriate mesh assuming that the mesh is similar to the real object. The position and orientation is derived from the 3D tracking procedure. Therefore the objects only differ in scale. This scaling factor is determined by comparing the bounding boxes of the real object and the projected object. The next step is to construct the mesh with the obtained scaling factor. For each camera view the visible triangles are determined and projected on the image plane. Afterwards the texture is rescaled to fit the projected patch and the texture coordinates are determined. 
Interactive Visualization
After the various dynamic and static parts have been modeled, they are combined to form the final 3D scene representation. The different scene parts also have different lifetime within the scene, i.e., their update time in terms of render cycles differs significantly. The object position requires an update at each rendering cycle. When a moving object enters the scene, it is detected, classified, and an initial geometry is estimated. Textures are initialized together with the geometry and can be further updated. The static background is only updated in the case of drastic background changes.
Conclusions
A system for transmission of video data via a server/multi-client architecture and reconstruction of a 3D scene from a small number of camera views with large distances from or viewing angles between each other is presented. To provide an adequate 3D model of the scene, calibration information is required. The reconstruction algorithm uses segmentation to separate dynamic foreground objects from the static background. Such scenarios are especially suited for traffic surveillance applications with a static camera setup and stationary background. The static background is represented as a multi-texture model to handle different lighting effects in the original camera views. Interpolation of all background texture is automatically carried out by the rendering algorithm depending on the point of view. Foreground objects are modeled using synthetic best-match 3D objects together with the appropriate textures from each view.
